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Abstract:

Objective: The objectives of this study are to evaluate the effect of different powder-liquid ratios and water temperatures on the levels of absorption and
solubility of an auto-polymerizing resin material and its effect on dimensional stability of self-cure acrylic resin.
Methodology: 60 self-cure acrylic discs (39 x 4mm) were fabricated and divided into 3 groups, each having 20 specimens. Group 1 consisted of discs
fabricated according to manufacturer’s recommendations at a powder-liquid ratio of 5.1:2.8 this served as the control group.  Group 2 and 3 also
consisted of 20 samples each with slight variations in powder-liquid and post-cure soaking temperatures.  Specimen from group 2 were soaked in water
baths at temperatures of 37°C, 47°C, 57°C and 67°C for 24 hours. Specimens from the temperature-controlled group 3 were fabricated at four different
powder-liquid ratios by increasing monomer liquid volume by 10%, 15%, 20% and 25%. The acrylic discs from control groups 1 and 3 were soaked at a
constant temperature of 37°C for 24 hours the change in dimension was noted before and after immersion by weighing the samples. Residual monomer
leeched out from disc into water was analyzed using Ultraviolet spectrophotometer.
Results: A linear regression model was generated in order to investigate the impact of these three predictors on dimensional change. Pearson’s
correlation was employed for evaluating the association between the independent predictor variables (PLR, PST and residual monomer) and the
dependent outcome variable dimensional change (DC).
Conclusion:  A moderately weak positive correlation was calculated for the association between PLR and Dc (r = 0.15, p < 0.001) suggesting a
proportional relationship between PLR and DC. The correlation between the DC and the PST association was found to be weakly positive (r = 0.23 p <
0.001), indicating a proportional relationship. The association between residual monomer and dimensional change had a weak negative correlation (r = -
0.01, p < 0.001).  As the liquid ratio was increased there was a decrease in absorption (except for ratio controlled) and an increase in solubility.

Index Terms: polymethyl-methacrylate (PMMA), self-cure acrylic resin, residual monomer, dimensional change, water absorption, ultraviolet
spectrophotometer

—————————— u ——————————

1. Introduction:

The  use  of  acrylic  resins  in  dentistry  has  been  on  the  rise
ever since their advent by 1937 and almost 98% of denture
bases nowadays are constructed from polymethyl
methacrylate (PMMA)(1).

Despite the extensive use of acrylic resins in dentistry, their
long term predictability has been questionable due to
inadequate flexural strength and reduced fatigue life
exacerbated by notch sensitivity. Acrylic resin has also been
known to absorb water followed by a release of moisture
upon drying. Such a cyclic process if continued can lead to
minute but multiple crack formations called ‘crazing’ which
can lead to further weakening of the denture(2, 3).
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Literature indicates that absorption followed by solubility
of water from auto-polymerizing resins not only has
negative implications on physical properties, but the
leached products may lead to harmful tissue reactions(4).
When water interacts with the polymer chains it may
produce some mild reversible loosening or effective
plasticization of the structure. It can also lead to rupture of
weak inter-chain bonds and irreversible disruption of the
polymer matrix may occur(5). Takahashi et al found that
water molecules spread between the material forces them
apart effecting the structural integrity and dimensional
behavior, indicating that water absorption and solubility of
these materials should ideally be as low as possible(6, 7).

The presence of residual, un-converted monomers
physically entangled within the matrix and not strongly
bonded to polymer chains, have the propensity of leaching
out into the oral cavity. These monomers have been
identified as  a cause of adverse tissue reactions(8, 9). An
optimum powder/liquid ratio is recommended in the
fabrication of dental appliances which not only adequately
satisfies the reaction, but also reduces residual monomer
load capable of leeching out during service. Fletcher et al
additionally recommended that a dental appliance should
be soaked in water for at least 24 hours before delivery to a
patient, in order to reduce the possible adverse effect(10).
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For auto-polymerizing resins, associated with higher
residual monomer levels compared to heat-cured resins,
soaking the appliance at elevated temperatures (65ºC for 60
minutes), would reduce the residual monomer content
more efficiently than at room temperature(4).

  Ultraviolet Visible Spectroscopy is a widely used
quantitative analytical technique that is routinely applied to
detect the presence and extent of residual monomers within
a substance. UV/Vis spectroscopy is also used in analytical
chemistry for the quantitative determination of different
analytes, such as transition metal ions,
highly conjugated organic compounds, and biological
macromolecules. The spectroscopic technique is used to
obtain an infrared spectrum of absorption, emission, it is
commonly carried out in solutions but solids and gases
may also be studied. Molecules containing π-electrons or
non-bonding electrons (n-electrons) can absorb the energy
in the form of ultraviolet or visible light to excite these
electrons to higher anti-bonding molecular orbital(11). The
more easily excited the electrons (i.e. lower energy gap
between the excitation states), the longer the wavelength of
light it can absorb. The Beer-Lambert law states that the
absorbance of a solution is directly proportional to the
concentration of the absorbing species in the solution and
the path length(12). Thus, for a fixed path length, UV/Vis
spectroscopy can be used to determine the concentration of
the absorber in a solution. It is necessary to know how
quickly the absorbance changes with concentration. This
can be taken from references or more accurately,
determined from a calibration curve.

 This makes infrared spectroscopy useful for several types
of analysis. In dentistry, infrared spectroscopy has been
used extensively for various reasons such as identification
of bone density, the determination of residual monomer,
degree of conversion of polymethyl methacrylate, degree of
conversion of composites etc. Infrared spectroscopy results
in positive identification (quantitative analysis) of
materials. In addition the size of peak in spectrum is
indicative of the amount of material present.

A relationship exists between the levels of residual
monomer and water absorption(13).   Various studies have
been conducted in the past to identify the effect of
powder/liquid ratio on the degree of conversion of heat
cure denture base resins (4, 14, 15). Kalachandra and Patel
conferred the water absorption characteristics of resins and
concluded that water absorption was affected by the
plasticizer content.  Wong et al discussed the effects of
different processing methods on the dimensional accuracy
and water absorption of acrylic resin dentures.  The study
proposed that different curing methods showed variations
in dimensional shrinkage at water saturation(16).
Hargreaves and Ristic discussed the equilibrium between
denture base behavior and water uptake, the results

confirmed the influence of water on the behavioral
properties of denture bases (17-20).
There, however, remains a paucity of literature available
that identifies the effects of variations in power/liquid ratio
on water absorption and the residual monomer content in
self cure denture base resins.

2. Objective of the study:

The objectives of this study are:

1. To evaluate the effect of different powder/liquid
ratios and water temperatures on the levels of
absorption and solubility of an auto-polymerizing
resin material.

2. To measure residual monomers as a consequence
of variations in powder/liquid ratios and water
temperatures and its effect on dimensional
stability of self-cure acrylic resin.

2.1 Hypothesis:

The null-hypothesis states that there is no difference in
absorption and solubility in auto-polymerizing resin
material soaked in water at different temperatures with
variations in powder/liquid ratios.

2.2 Materials and methods:

a) Sample preparation:
The methodology for the absorption and solubility
experimentation followed was done according to the ISO
Standard 1567 (1999) for the ratio-controlled experiment.
For the temperature-controlled experiment the
recommended temperature of 37ºC was used as the control.
The manufacturer’s instructions of the material that was
used for the experiments were followed, except when the
powder/liquid ratios were changed. In this instance, the
recommended ratio was used as the control. Teflon discs
having a standard diameter of 39mm and a thickness of
4mm were initially used as templates to create moulds for
the fabrication of self-cure acrylic samples as specified by
ISO Standard 1567 (1999).

TABLE 1
Study design for experiment.
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 A total of 60 moulds were created and divided into 3
groups each consisting of 20 moulds. Self-cure acrylic
powder and liquid (Meadway Selfcure/Supercure/Cold
Curing Pour Type denture base material, England) was
mixed  according  to  the  ratio  mentioned  in  Table  1.   The
powder was dispensed and weighed on a digital weighing
scale (UniBloc Analytical Balances ATY 224, Shimadzu,
Japan) and the liquid volume was measured using a pipette
(370710-10,PYREX VISTA,USA). The templates were filled
with the mixed resin material and allowed to bench sit for
60 minutes before being carefully removed. Group 1
consisted of 20 discs fabricated at a powder-liquid ratio of
5.1:2.8 as recommended by the manufacturer. Groups 2 and
3 also constituted 20 acrylic specimens each with variations
in curing temperatures and powder-liquid ratios
respectively.  Specimens from Group 2 were soaked in four
water baths after curing at temperatures of 37ºC, 47ºC, 57ºC
and 67ºC for 24 hours such that each water bath
simultaneously received 5 specimens. Similarly specimens
from the temperature-controlled Group 3 were fabricated at
four different powder-liquid ratios as indicated in Table 1
by increasing monomer liquid volume by 10%, 15%, 20%
and 25%. The acrylic discs from control Group 1 were cured
at a constant temperature of 37⁰C.

b) Absorption, solubility and dimensional change:
The poured templates were allowed to bench sit for 60
minutes. After setting the specimens were carefully
removed wearing latex powder-free gloves and using a
stainless steel instrument, the edges removed with a scalpel
and stored in polythene to prevent possible evaporation of
monomer during transport from the dental laboratory.
After fabrication, the specimens were transferred to a
desiccator based with silica gel for drying. The specimens
were weighed using a Mettler A240 analytical scale with an
accuracy of 0.0001 g. The room temperature and humidity
were monitored. The cycle of incubating at 37ºC and
cooling off before weighing was repeated every 23±1hr
until a constant weight/mass or state of equilibrium was
reached, which is referred to as m1 or “conditioned mass
1”. A constant weight was achieved.
After dry weight was determined, the thickness and width
of the specimens were measured in order to calculate the
volume (mm3) of each sample. For the diameter, an
electronic digital Vernier caliper (Mitutoyo Digimatic
caliper, Japan) to an accuracy of 0.01mm was used and
three diameter measurements were recorded. The mean of
these three measurements was calculated. Using an
electronic digital micrometer (Model no., EOSAMO-24-
IP54) to an accuracy of 0.0 1mm, four thickness
measurements were taken at four equally spaced locations
at the circumference of the specimen, together with a centre
measurement. The mean of these five thickness
measurements was calculated and recorded for each
specimen.
Volume was recorded as follows:

= π . r² . h                    (1)
Where:

π = 3.14;
Radius (r) = mean diameter of sample;
Height (h) = mean thickness of the sample

The specimens were then immersed in distilled water at
37ºC ± 1ºC, which was retrieved after 24hours for weighing
(m2 – “wet’ weight). The initial measurement for height
was denoted as h1.
The specimens were wiped with a clean dry towel to
remove all visible moisture. They were waved in the air for
15±1 seconds and then weighed 60±10 seconds after
removal from the distilled water. Each individual specimen
was transferred to the measuring pan in the scale. Care was
taken not to contaminate the samples with skin moisture.
Before each individual specimen reading, the display
screen was reset to zero, the sample placed on the
measuring pan and the sliding glass door closed. After
closing the sliding glass door, the stability light flickers,
indicating that the weight is stable, and the sample’s weight
recorded to an accuracy of 0.001 g.
When the m2 of all specimens was established, the
specimens were returned to a desiccator with freshly dried
silica crystals. Specimens were again stored and weighed
using the same sequence as described earlier for m1, until a
constant weight (m3) or “reconditioned mass” was reached
at this point the height of the specimen were measured
again (h2). The difference between h2 and h1 gave the
change  in  dimension  for  the  specimen  post  water
absorption.
H1 = initial height of specimen pre immersion
H2 = final height of specimen post immersion
m1 = “Dry” weight / pre-immersion weight
m2 = “Wet” weight / at removal from water
m3 = “Dry” weight / post immersion

Water absorption (Wsp) = ( 2 − 3) /
Water solubility (Wsl) = ( 1 − 3) /

Change in dimension = (h2− ℎ1)

c) Ultraviolet-visible Spectrophotometry:

Ultraviolet-visible spectrophotometer (JIR-100, JEOL
Co.Ltd, and Tokyo Japan.) was used to detect the residual
monomer in all samples. Eight solutions of MMA monomer
in distilled water (solvent) were produced with
concentration of 5%,4%,3%,2%,1%,0.5%,0.25%, and 0.1%
for which UV spectra was obtained. The calibration curve
was prepared based on these eight known samples. This
served as standard or control curve Beer Lambert equation
was applied and graph was plotted to obtain fig 1.
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Figure 1: Standard calibration curve
The samples were tested on the basis of either being
temperature controlled or composition controlled. For the
temperature controlled experiment the  powder liquid ratio
of all the specimens was kept same as per manufacturer’s
instructions ( 5.1g : 2.8ml) and the samples were divided
into 03 groups of 20 samples each and immersed in water at
temperatures of 37°C,47°C,57°C and 67 °C  as shown in
table 1. For the composition controlled experiment the
temperature was kept standard at 47°C and the powder at
5.1g for all samples while the monomer was incrementally
increased for each group starting at 10% (3.1ml), 15%
(3.2ml), 20%(3.42), and 25% (3.5) as shown in table
1.Samples following manufactures recommendations that
were kept at 37 were considered as the control sample.

 In this study Ultraviolet-visible spectrophotometer was
used to identify the level of residual monomer that leeches
out of the denture sample into the water bath after
immersion for 24 hours. This will help identify the
solubility of dentures and also the level of residual
monomer.

3. Results:

This study was designed to assess the effect of different
powder/liquid ratios and water temperatures on the levels
of residual monomer, absorption and solubility of an auto-
polymerizing resin material
And its effect on dimensional change of self-cures acrylic
resin.

A total of 60 samples with varying powder-liquid ratios
(PLR), post-set temperature (PST) and absorption were
analyzed for residual monomer using UV
spectrophotometer. A linear regression model was
generated in order to investigate the impact of these three
predictors on dimensional change.

Pearson’s correlation was employed for evaluating the
association between the independent predictor variables
(PLR, PST and residual monomer) and the dependent
outcome variable dimensional change (DC). The DC values
for each powder-liquid ratio and post-set temperature (PLR

and PST) settings have been illustrated in table 2. A
moderately weak positive correlation was calculated for the
association between PLR and Dc (r = 0.15, p < 0.001)
suggesting a proportional relationship between PLR and
DC. The correlation between the DC and the PST
association was found to be weakly positive (r = 0.23 p <
0.001), indicating a proportional relationship. The
association between residual monomer and dimensional
change had a weak negative correlation ( r = - 0.01, p <
0.001).

Pearson’s correlation showed a weak negative correlation
between dimensional change and level of residual
monomer  and  for  every  unit  change  in  monomer
concentration a dimensional change of 0.001mm was seen.

The linear regression models for the predictors (PLR, PST
and residual monomer) of DC have been shown in table 2.
For dimensional change, weak associations (p < 0.001) were
found  with  powder/liquid  ratio  [β = -0.05 (-0.93 – 0.93)],
post-set temperature [β = 0.223 (0.00 – 0.02)] and residual
monomer concentration [β = -0.71 (-0.57 – 0.39).

Table 2.Linear Regression Coefficients (95% Confidence Intervals) for
the Association of Powder/Liquid Ratio, Post-set Temperature and

Residual monomer concentration with change in dimension

This would suggest that that the change in
powder/liquid ratio and post-set temperature directly
affected the water level of residual monomer
concentration which in turn had a weak effect on change
in dimension of the sample.

Table 3a: Mean values of absorption, solubility, dimensional change and
concentration.
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Table 3b: Mean values of solubility.

Table 3c: Mean values dimensional change and concentration.

The group with the highest mean absorption was observed
at 67°C in the 0% group (control) and the group with the
lowest mean absorption was the 25% group. The highest
solubility was observed at 57°C in the 25% group and the
group with the lowest solubility was the 0% group. The
maximum amount of residual monomer was obtained at
67°C and the lowest values were obtained in the control
group (0%). The maximum amount of change in dimension
was seen in the control group and the lowest dimensional
change was observed for the 25% group.
One way analysis of variance ANOVA with a 95%
confidence interval of means showed insignificant
differences among absorption, solubility, residual monomer
and dimensional change(p>0.94).

Table 4.  ANNOVA

Fig 2: overview

4. Discussion:

Auto-polymerizing or self-cure acrylic is commonly used
for denture repairs, chair side temporary denture relines,
fabrication of obturators, custom trays and orthodontic
appliance(21, 22).Even though the use of autopolymerizing
resins is declining world over due to  its residual monomer
content and its  inherent  properties  which may be  inferior
than heat cure resin (23-25).It is still considered  one of the
common materials in the developing countries such as
Pakistan, India, Bangladesh due to easier clinical handling,
less chair side time and affordability. Upon mixing,
activators present in the liquid monomer component
immediately start the polymerization reaction by releasing
free radicals from initiator break down. The reaction
propagates fast resulting in a set polymer with shorter
polymer chains and weaker cross linking. A lower average
molecular weight of the self-cured acrylic chains indicates
the possible higher existence of residual monomers(26).

The autopolymerizing acrylic resin is now commonly used
in processing of dentures. For both the denture base resin;
heat cure and autopolymerizing resin, the level of residual
monomer in the resin and its mechanical properties are
closely related to curing conditions(27). It is also a general
belief that tissue sensitivity to acrylic resin denture base
materials depends on the level of residual monomer and
increases with an increase in percentage of residual
monomers in the resin(28, 29). McCabe and Baskerg have
reported that methyl methacrylate monomer is an irritatans
sensitizer to tissues. Therefore the level of residual
monomer must be controlled carefully when using these
materials(10). It has also been reported that a high level of
residual monomer is detrimental to mechanical properties
of the resin(26). However, there  remains a paucity of
literature on the relationship between conditions of
material preparations and material properties of cured
resin(30).

The purpose of these experiments was to investigate the
influence of different Powder/liquid ratios and different
water soaking temperatures on absorption and solubility of
self-cure acrylic resin and its effect on dimensional change
due  to the  residual monomer content. The methodology
chosen here was based on a study by A. Latief (2012) with
few modifications. An incubation period of 24 hours was
considered  for  all  the  specimen  groups  as  the   largest
amount  of  residual  monomer  is  usually  leached  from
acrylate within  first 24 hours(5). Control group specimens
had fixed powder-liquid ratios and post cure soak
temperatures. The selected variations in powder-liquid
ratios and post-cure soak temperatures in Groups 2 and 3
were identified from literature based on the commonly
used values by technicians and operators.
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Powder-liquid ratios were prepared with an incremental
increase of 10%, 15%, 20% and 25% in liquid. The variations
in the powder-liquid ratio of PMMA resins was justified  by
the common practice of increasing the liquid content to
improve flow of the material thereby enhancing the
capability of reproducing fine detail.

The rate and extent of water absorption into polymer
networks are controlled by resin polarity, which is in turn
dictated by the availability of polar sites available to form
hydrogen bonds with water(31). Water is absorbed into
polymer by the polarity of the molecules by means of
unsaturated bonds or unbalanced intermolecular forces(31,
32). The results of this experiment indicated lower water
absorption levels with an increase in liquid monomer
content in our temperature controlled group. It may be
assumed that specimens fabricated with lower powder-
liquid ratios presented with a lower mean water absorption
levels  and hence better dimensional stability due to the
saturated bonds of the polymer chains containing
unfavorable amounts of residual monomer. The residual
monomers after polymerization occupies spaces within the
matrix, thereby preventing the occurrence of voids capable
of being filled by water.

Polymerization of resin can be achieved by using different
polymerization methods during the mixing period and
dough state the monomer penetrates into the powder
particles. The liquid wets the powder particles and forms a
binder when it hardens. After polymerization, a multiphase
polymer is formed but despite the various methods used to
initiate polymerization the conversion of monomer to
polymer is seldom complete and some unreacted monomer
remains. Lamb et al suggested that due to the nature of
additional polymerization at the sites of active radicals,
monomer molecules would disperse at a more rapid rate if
stored at increased temperatures, thereby increasing the
rate at which free monomer and water soluble additives are
reduced. Since the conversion of MMA to PMMA is seldom
complete for autopolymerizing resins it is recommended to
store the appliance in hot water at higher temperature thus
promoting the release of residual monomer and increasing
the solubility of resin material. A decrease in water
absorption will be observed thereby preventing the
possible weakening and change in dimension  of the
appliance(33).

Water absorption and solubility are two different
phenomenon involving different molecules. Monomer has
a large molecular structure than water, the values of
sorption and solubility, show considerably more matter is
“absorbed” than “solved” and it is clear that residual
monomer is not simply replaced by water upon immersion.

Vallutu et all explained that the rate of dispersion between
PMMA and water may be enhanced, and is also dependent
on, an increase in temperature(34) The influence of water

immersion temperature on absorption, solubility and
residual monomer  was therefore examined within this
experiment.

Over the period of time, several physical and chemical
methods have been employed to detect the level of residual
monomer in resin. The most accurate method is gas liquid
chromatography but our experimental design has
employed the use of UV spectrophotometer to detect the
residual monomer content which is also a reliable and
accurate method.

Theoretically, a low absorption and low solubility value
would result in a clinical superior product. However, the
inverse relationship between absorption and solubility
means that this cannot be achieved clinically. Therefore a
decision needs to be made based on the consequences and
impact of both properties and residual monomer content.
Low  absorption  would  lead  to  a  more  durable  and
dimensionally stable product or low solubility leading to a
more biologically acceptable product. Martin et al reported
that several studies have shown that residual monomer is a
primary irritant to denture wearers which is localized to the
immediate soft tissue area contacting the dental appliance
and this notion is also backed by literature(35) . Martin et al
emphasized that delayed hypersensitivity is rare and can
occur in and around some patients’ mouths. Allergic
hypersensitivity reactions can either be immediate or
delayed, and with MMA, the reaction is usually delayed (9,
36).This delayed reaction is referred to as stomatitis
venenata(36). From a clinical standpoint, proper
powder/liquid ratios are therefore recommended in order
to minimize reactions to the dental appliance, thereby
minimizing possible trauma and denture discomfort, and
improving patient satisfaction.

Lamb et al reported that residual monomer present in a
dental appliance will eventually leach out in the oral cavity
of the denture wearer(33). Based on cell culture studies by
Cimpan et al it may be extrapolated that monomer has a
direct cytotoxic effect on cells in vivo.  Since toxic effects are
usually time and dose dependent, lower solubility values
are desired to minimize the release of harmful substances
into the oral cavity, reducing cytotoxicity and allergic
reactions. The results obtained from this experiment
indicate that an increase in the liquid ratio produced
increased solubility. A higher risk of cytotoxicity and
allergic reactions could therefore be anticipated, and an
accurate powder/liquid ratio as indicated by the
manufacturer is therefore recommended.

Previous studies have established that storage time
influences the level of residual MMA in processed
specimens.  However,  it  would  be  highly  impractical  and
non-profitable to soak a newly processed appliance for
periods even ranging up to one week before delivery to the
dentist. Proper patient education related to handling their
new appliance would be recommended instead. As
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mentioned before, one of the aspects investigated in this
study was the influence of increase in temperature on the
water sorption and solubility of the resin material. Possible
future studies could examine the effect storage time and
storage temperature will have on absorption and solubility
values.

5. Conclusion:

Autopolymerizing resins have higher monomer content as
compared to heat cure resin . The residual monomer
content would adversely affect the properties of the
prostheses itself and therefore it can be controlled by using
a pre set powder liquid ratio and soaking temperature so as
to reduce the level of residual monomer in the product and
also to improve the stability and other properties of the
product.
Within the limitations of this study, the following
conclusions and recommendations may be made

· For auto-polymerizing resins, it is recommended to
store the appliance in water at moderately higher
temperature ranges (under 67ºC), thus promoting
the release of residual monomer.

·  When the fluid content in the mixture is increased,
it is recommended to pre-soak the polymerized
product longer to optimize pre-leaching of residual
monomer and other possible harmful substances

· Soaking auto-polymerizing resins at higher
temperatures (e.g. 67ºC) increases solubility, but
also absorption of water, hence this practice is not
recommended.

· As the liquid ratio was increased there was a
decrease in absorption (except for ratio controlled)
and an increase in solubility. Therefore, an increase
in fluid in the mixture does not affect the
absorption and its negative consequence on the
mechanical properties of the finished product, but
it does affect the solubility. However, in terms of
bio-compatibility, the use of the manufacturer’s
guidelines for powder/liquid ratios is
recommended, resulting in the lowest solubility.
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